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Dear Tony

I write in response to your of 31 March setting out what You describe as "proposed terms of

settlement" for an Enterprise Agreement (EA) covering teachers and general staff employed
in NSW and ACT Diocesan schools.

The IEU does not accept the terms of Your letter and there remain a number of significant
issues in dispute. You seem not to have understood the significance of a number of
threshold issues despite the Union having pressed these matters over the past 12 months.
Our principal objections to your position include but are not limited to the following.
Catholic Ethos

In an attempt to settle this issue, we provided a formal proposal to employers on
27 February following earlier negotiations, Your most recent proposal alters the wording of
our compromise proposal and for the first time adds a final paragraph that would render any
words in the EA meaningless by permitting employers to specify other ethos provisions in
contracts or policies, This is riot acceptable to the Union or its members. If employers wish
the ethos requirement to be regulated in an EA, the Union cannot agree that employers
have carte blanche to change the EA provision to add requirements through guidelines,
policies or contracts. Such a right to vary the EA provision unilateralIy has never been
included in EAs.
Role of a Teacher

We do not agree with your new additional paragraph that again gives carte blanche to
employers to alter the terms of the EA using outside documents and processes.
Personal Carer's Leave

The IEU has at every meeting since April2014 put the position that we will not agree to
reduce the number of days of Personal Carer's Leave from 25 to Is without significant
compensation for such a reduction. Your proposal falls well short of providing such
compensation and provides lesser entitlements than leave provisions applying to teachers in
govern merit schools,
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We have advised that progressive accrual is an unpopular concept with our members and

you have provided no rationale for proposing this beyond that it is easier for some payroll
systems to accommodate.

Your final proposal insisting on medical or other evidence where an absence precedes or
follows a public holiday or pupil vacation period is simply insulting and displays a complete
distrust of employees. No evidence has been provided to the Union that would justify such
a provision.

Allegations of Reportable Conduct
As you aware, NSW employers are required to investigate and report to the Ombudsman on
However since
a wide range of reportable conduct allegations about employees,

amendments to child protection legislation in 2013, the vast majority of these matters are
not required to be reported by employers to the Office of the Children's Guardian. Only
allegations about sexual misconduct involving children or serious physical assault must be
notified to the Guardian.

Under the current clauses in the existing EAs, an employee has the right to inspect the
employer file in all cases of reportable conduct, subject to a number of conditions including
that access may be restricted if necessary to protect the welfare of the child who is the

alleged victim. The employers' proposed change to the EA would remove these employee
rights except in a very narrow category of matters. Given that the interests of children are

already protected under the existing clause, the Union does not accept the implication in the
material circulated to employees, that concern to protect children was relevant to the
decision of employers. As You know, employers never raised this concern in the
negotiations.
In response to the employers' original position of total removal of the existing protections,
the Union agreed to streamline these procedures and provided a simplified clause to the

CCER on 9 February. In subsequent discussions, the only issue raised by employer
representatives was in relation to the timing of access to files. In the Union's view, access to

the precise evidence relied on by the employer is essential for members to adequately
defend themselves and the employers' position shows a lack of empathy to their own
employees when faced with such allegations.
I also note your proposal does not take account of the differing legislation in the ACT and i
is not clear what is proposed by employers in relation to the ACT.
Teacher's Classification Structure and Transition

The Union acknowledges the recent draft teacher classification structure provided by CCER
has removed a major disadvantage that would have been suffered by existing teachers on
the previous classification structure, that is the frozen increment for teachers on particular
steps of the pay scale. The Union is still considering the most recent draft to ensure that the

proposal is workable and that no teachers would be disadvantaged compared to current
rates of pay.
The IEU remains very concerned that Catholic employers have failed to at least match the

induction and mentoring provisions in place for teachers in government schools.
Professional Development, Professional Learning

Your proposal fails to address the concern raised by the IEU in respect of PD required by
either employer policy or legislation. In our view, such PD must be undertaken during the
regular school day, pupil free days or staff meetings.

Support for Provisionally Accredited Teachers and their Mentors
The Union had understood that the proposal submitted by the IEU on 27 February was
substantially agreed by employers but in the most recent CCER proposal, the clause has
been totally rewritten to remove almost all obligations on the employer. In its current form,
your proposal is unacceptable to the IEU as it fails to match the minimum support provided
by the state standard and provides no certainty that release time or even mentoring will be
provided. Your attempt to provide a disputes resolution is also inadequate.
Work Practice Agreements
The Union notes that employers propose to retain the status quo in relation to Work
Practice Agreements, but except in the case of two dioceses, are not prepared to make any
such commitment within the EA. The Union notes that such commitment is therefore lega Iy
unenforceable.
Teacher Meal Breaks

Although the clause purports to provide teachers with an uninterrupted 30 minute meal
break, the clause proceeds to state that "variations may be required". Contrary to material
provided to employees, this is a very significant change from the current EA clause,
Rates of Pay for Teachers in ACT Schools
As you are aware, the effect of your proposal in relation to ACT teachers, is that rates of pay
for teachers in Catholic schools will only match those in the public sector from the date any
public sector EA is approved by the Fair Work Commission. This is likely to be months after
actual date from which the public sector increase is paid as a pay increase retrospective to
October 201.4 has been offered by the ACT Government to teachers in ACT schools.
General Employee Classifications
The Union has provided extremely detailed comments in relation the proposed employer
changes to conditions and classifications. It is difficult to comment on particular conditions
in isolation. Comments raised by the Union have included :

- The broken shift allowance should be a 15% loading, not $7.50 per shift.
The change in arrangements for payment of higher duties for acting up for more than one
day to 5 days or more.
- Proposed changes to arrangements about maintenance and outdoor staff working during
pupil vacations.
- Minimum start of less than two hours in certain circumstances.

The Union has not received a response to a number of matters raised by us on 18 February,
In relation to the revised General Employee classification structure provided to us on
26 March 2015, the Union responded on 30 March with some substantial concerns,
Yours sincerely
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